Reflections of theatrical activities in Lithuanian local periodical press under German occupation 1941–1944

Summary. The article explores the reflection of Lithuanian theatrical activities in the local press during World War II. As the number of articles shows, theatre was an important part of the dailies' content. The articles reveal that theatre activities were very important for the expansion of the Nazi culture. One can distinguish three general themes that the articles cover: promotion of Western theatre, especially German, promotion of Lithuanian repertoire and presentation of entertainment theatre. The latter can still be divided into entertainment for German soldiers and administration, and entertainment for Lithuanian audiences. The content of the articles reveals that journalists writing about theatre avoided Nazi propaganda clichés, such as hatred for Bolsheviks and Jews, but these clichés were nevertheless used by the representatives of theatre administrators.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper will examine the manner in which the local press during the period 1941–1945 reflected Lithuanian Theatre. Together with literature and radio, the press was considered the most important instrument of Nazi propaganda and was supervised by the Propaganda Department of the General Commissariat.¹ The department permitted the publication of two Lithuanian dailies (Į Laisvę (Atėtis), Naujoji Lietuva), five weeklies (Ūkininko patarėjas, Tėviškė, Žemaičių žemė, Panevėžio balsas, Biržų žinios) and five journals (Savaitė, Žiburėlis, Naujoji sodyba, Savitarpinės pagalbos žinios, Kūryba). There were two dailies for German readers, Kauener Zeitung and Wilnaer Zeitung. Lithuanian theatre activities during war time were presented in the press as very engaging. I shall firstly discuss both the theoretical concept and the methodology relevant to the analysis of the topic. Thereafter, I will describe the statistical data related to the frequency of the articles and numbers of theatre spectators and performances with reference to the authors and content of the articles.

Scholarly discussion concerning the Nazi era and theatre may be observed in the recent research works of Alexander Hirt (2006), Anselm Heinrich (2007, 2017), and Gervin Strobl (2013). In Lithuania, the topic was also analysed by Linas Jašinauskas (2016), who published a study concerning the restraints on Lithuanian cultural life during the period of WWII, and Mantvydas Lugovojus (2016), who described it from an everyday life perspective. Vytautė Merkeliūnienė (2005, 2010, 2020), Rita Nomicaitė (2007), and Rita Aleknaitė-Bieliauskienė (2007) analysed the musical life and opera theatre of the war period; Vytautas Kubilius (2001) published a study addressing war literature; while Roberta Bartkutė (2019), studied the entertainment environment of German soldiers. With regard to theatre, the research relates to biographies of some theatre personalities (Aleksaitė, 1998, Sakalauskas, 1999), and remains fragmentary.

The following article bridges this gap and is one of the first to provide a general overview of theatre activities in Lithuania during WWII, in an attempt to encourage a wider discussion of the topic. This analysis of press articles concerning theatre in
Ina PUKELYTĖ, Lithuania, makes possible some understanding of how theatre was organised and what it represented. However, for a more objective view, this investigation should be supplemented by a further research of other sources.

THEORETICAL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

Several theoretical perspectives may be employed in the analysis of historical evidence referring to the subject matter. One such perspective is that of cultural studies, which encourages an interdisciplinary approach to the analysed topic and critically confronts the methods and theories of the social sciences. The interdisciplinary approach can be applied to this specific analysis because theatre is seen and analysed in this paper through the perspective of the media. This means that the media, in this case, the press, serves as a social device that transforms information according to the perceived needs of society. Thus, information regarding theatre reflects not only cultural, artistic or qualitative aspects of the theatrical event (common to theatre research and historiography) but also its social impact. The interdisciplinary approach allows for the expansion of the field of historiographical theatre research and the updating of the research tools so that historical phenomena would be open to broader contexts and audiences. This article is an attempt to expand the field of theatre historiography and to embrace mechanisms that lead to more interpretative and communicative discourses common to the field of cultural studies.

The following research is based on an analysis of what was published in the Lithuanian press during the period 1941–1944. This press consists of the Lithuanian language dailies Į Laisvę (Towards Freedom), published in Kaunas from June 24, 1941 to December 31, 1942; Naujoji Lietuva (New Lithuania), published in Vilnius from June 29, 1941 to July 1, 1944; and Kauener Zeitung (Kaunas Newspaper), which was published in the German language from October 11, 1941 to July 7, 1944. The daily Į Laisvę was initiated by the Lithuanian Activist Front and represented the pro-governmental point of view until the end of 1942. At the beginning of 1943 it changed its direction and started campaigning against the Nazis. Therefore, it was replaced by a daily Ateitis, which existed until the middle of July 1944. The circulation of Į Laisvę and lately Ateitis was approx. 90,000 copies per day, whereas the circulation of Naujoji Lietuva was 28,000 copies at the beginning of the period and 10,580 copies at the end of 1942. The number of copies of this daily diminished due to the shortage of paper. The dailies published in Kaunas consisted of 6 pages (Mondays–Fridays) and 8 pages on Saturdays; Naujoji Lietuva consisted of 4 pages (Tuesdays–Saturdays) and generally 6 pages on Sundays. According to Bražiūnas, the number of copies of Lithuanian language newspapers was insufficient because, for example, there was twice the demand for the newspaper Ateitis than the government could satisfy. This fact demonstrates that the local press was an important means of communication and that an important number of readers were interested in the content provided by these dailies. Articles and announcements published in the dailies allowed for an understanding of what was shown and what was said about theatre of that time. To describe the specificities of the war theatre repertoire and its reflection in the press, a chronological and comparative data analysis has been chosen.

STATISTICAL DATA

This chapter provides an overview of the data which concerns the numbers of theatres, performances and spectators, as well as the frequency of the press articles during the period under discussion.

Eleven theatres were active in Lithuania during the German occupation, funded either by governmental institutions or local municipalities. The German army entered Lithuania at the end of June 1941; the theatres began their new season three months later, in September. The first ones to reopen were Kaunas theatre of Opera, Drama and Ballet (The Grand Theatre of Kaunas), Vilnius City Theatre, Šiauliai Drama Theatre and Kaunas Youth Theatre, Vilnius Flying Theatre "Vaidila" commenced its season at the end of October and Theatre of Opera-etta was established in Kaunas at the beginning
of November. A semi-professional theatre in Marijampolė was started in December; the theatre in Panevėžys started its activities as well. An opera troupe was established at the beginning of 1942 at the Vilnius Filharmony. Semi-professional theatres were opened in Ukmergė in the middle of 1942, as well as in Telšiai at the end of the same year. These theatres (Marijampolė, Panevėžys, Ukmergė and Telšiai) were funded by municipalities and promoted culture in the regions.

Independent entertainment and dance initiatives were also frequent: Danutė Nasvytytė's group of modern dance performed a number of times in Kaunas, Vilnius and other cities, Marija Jakštanytė's ballet studio performed in Vilnius, whereas entertainment artists (dancers, musicians, singers, coupletsists, acrobats, magicians) were welcome on small stages in Kaunas ("Variétė") and in Vilnius ("Ali Baba"). There were two open air markets in Kaunas Oldtown (Fish market and Old Market) and one in Vilnius (Firewood market) where circus and entertainment artists performed during the summer season. These activities were dependent on ticket sales.

Alongside the above-mentioned activities, dedicated to all kinds of audiences, there were front theatres that served only Germans. Front theatres in the Third Reich were well-structured state-funded institutions serving not only German soldiers and army officials but also offering an attractive employment opportunity for artists of different nationalities. Shows were given in all the occupied territories and thus the morale of the German army was supposedly maintained. These theatres depended on the Ministry of Propaganda, which had its department at the Kaunas General Commissariat. Two such theatres were active in Vilnius (Soldaten-Theater I and Soldaten-Theater II), and one in Kaunas. They were served by wandering German actor troupes which stayed at one place from between several days to four weeks.

During the first Lithuanian Republic there existed only three state-funded theatres: Kaunas State Theatre (with Opera, Drama and Ballet) and its departments in Šiauliai and Klaipėda. Vilnius Flying theatre “Vaidila” was created in the 1930s under Polish government. Vilnius State Drama Theatre was founded in 1939, after Lithuania regained its capital Vilnius from Poland in 1939 (from 1919 to 1939 Vilnius belonged to Poland), but it began its activities during the first Soviet occupation, in the autumn of 1940. Kaunas Children (Youth) Theatre and the Vilnius and Kaunas Jewish theatres were created in 1940 by the Soviets. However, Jewish theatres were closed as soon as the Germans arrived. Jews were driven into the ghettos where normal theatre activities were not possible anymore. If one compares the number of government-initiated theatres during the first Lithuanian Republic (1918–1940) with the number of theatres supported by German administration during WWII, it is apparent that the number of theatres almost tripled.

According to the information given to a journalist by the director of Kaunas Grand Theatre, the theatre gave approximately 11 performances per week. Two of the performances, operas and ballets, were given to Wehrmacht soldiers on Mondays and Thursdays. One or two closed performances were also given to Lithuanian soldiers, trade unions or schools. All performances, except for operas, were given in Lithuanian language. “Variétė” and “Ali Baba” theatres gave two performances per day and three performances per day during the weekend.

The audience attendance numbers were announced in the press at the end of the seasons 1941–1942 and 1942–1943. According to the data provided by the director of Kaunas Grand Theatre, 181,000 spectators visited the theatre during the first seven months of the Nazi occupation and 301,000 spectators during the season 1942–1943. A comparison of this data with the audience numbers during the same time period in 1938 in this theatre indicates that attendance grew more than 30 per cent in both years. Vilnius City Theatre welcomed 74,694 spectators during the season 1941–1942 and 60,806 spectators in the season 1942–1943. Šiauliai Theatre seated 85,240 spectators during the season 1942–1943. A comparison of this data with the audience numbers during the same time period in 1938 in this theatre indicates that attendance grew more than 30 per cent in both years. Vilnius City Theatre welcomed 74,694 spectators during the season 1941–1942 and 60,806 spectators in the season 1942–1943. Šiauliai Theatre seated 85,240 spectators during the season 1942–1943 and 59,526 spectators in the season 1942–1943 (in comparison with 38,280 spectators during the Soviet occupation period 1940–1941). Kaunas Youth theatre had 54,346 spectators between 1941–1942. This significant
The augmentation of audience numbers was due to the fact that the German government insisted on lowering ticket prices, so that not only privileged classes but also people from lower classes and with lower income could have access to theatre. This system of cultural dissemination was supported by such organisations as Kraft durch Freude (Strength through Joy). Established by the Labour Front, this agency for programmed leisure subsidised different cultural events, including theatre performances. The agency cleverly “appealed to the petty bourgeois inclinations of the unpolitical workers” and encouraged theatre performances for wider audiences which otherwise would never go to theatre. Together with trade unions, it educated lower class people, workers and employees, and facilitated their visits to cultural institutions. The lowering of ticket prices and consequently greater audience attendance created a ticket shortage. Numerous articles testify that it was difficult to obtain a ticket for any kind of performance in the above-mentioned theatres, as well as for performances on small stages, so that tickets needed to be bought on the black market. These data confirm that theatre was much more popular during WWII than it was during the first Lithuanian independence and during the first Soviet occupation (1940–1941). The composition of the audience changed – it was less cultivated and often did not know how to behave in a respectable institution, such as a theatre.

The frequency of the articles concerning theatre demonstrates that culture was an important part of the press media content. The following table gives the number of the articles that were dedicated to theatre during 1942 and 1943. Two dailies are compared, the Kaunas daily Į Laisvę, which was latterly replaced by Ateitis, and the Vilnius daily Naujoji Lietuva.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Į Laisvę/Ateitis 1942/1943</th>
<th>Naujoji Lietuva 1942/1943</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>8/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>6/11</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>15/9</td>
<td>7/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>11/8</td>
<td>3/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>17/6</td>
<td>6/15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of articles about theatre

As we see, the number of articles dedicated to theatre varies from 4 to 18 per month. The average number of articles in both dailies is 11 per month, or approximately 2 articles per week. These statistics do not include announcements of performances or events which appeared in the newspapers almost daily. Neither do they include articles on theatre in countries other than Lithuania. The data provided above indicate that there was intensive theatre activity which was in great demand. There were more active theatres and more audiences engaged during the Nazi occupation than during the First Lithuanian independence and the first Russian occupation.

CONTENT ANALYSIS

The following chapter will give an overview of the authors writing about theatre and the content of their articles. The press was one of the only remaining means whereby Lithuanianness could be defended, and the authors found themselves in the front-line of this defence. As the German government forbade almost all the publishing of Lithuanian literature, newspapers became the only place where authors could continue to express themselves. According to Kubilius, collaboration with the Nazi press and writing about culture was treated as one of the “most important forms of the self-defence of the nation”. As almost all the newspapers and journals were axed, the number of authors writing in the dailies during that time multiplied. Among the authors writing about musical theatre or ballet one can find Jonas Kardelis, Vladas Jakubėnas (both emigrated from Lithuania in 1944), Konradas Kaveckas and an author of the younger generation Algimantas Kalinauskas, nicknamed St. Namigla (both continued to work in Lithuania after the war). All of them were multi-talented and
not only wrote about theatre events but were also active musicians or administrators. Kardelis, for instance, was appointed for some time as Director of Vilnius Filharmony during the war, Kaveckas was a composer, a choir director and also Director of Vilnius Filharmony for some time, Kalinauskas was an active violinist and later became conductor of Vilnius symphonic orchestra, Jakubėnas was a composer and pianist. All of them attempted to contribute a professional overview of performances describing the structure of the piece and evaluating the performance of singers, dancers and musicians. The style of their articles was constructive and objective, they avoided criticising artists or evaluating performances in broader aesthetic perspectives that might cause problems with the censors.

Drama theatre activities were reviewed by Juozas Keliuotis, Juozas Žlabys-Žengė, and Bronys Raila (one of whose pen-names was Ant. Valkiniškis). These three authors were openly collaborating with the Nazis. Keliuotis was appointed by the Nazi government as head of the administration of art affairs, Žlabys-Žengė belonged to the Lithuanian Nationalist Party, and both were sent by the Soviets to Siberia after the war. Raila, one of the founders of the Lithuanian Activist Front, managed to escape in 1944 to the West. Although these authors were politically pro-active, their articles about theatre remained neutral in tone and did not reveal any political opinions. More stylistically nuanced were articles by Pulgis Andriušis (real name Fulgencijus Andrusevičius) and Stasys Santvaras (real name Zaleckis): both of them left Lithuania for the West in 1944. Pulgis Andriušis’ articles reveal the author’s aspiration to engage the reader in a more direct discussion with the author. For instance, in his article “Moterys kovoja Kauno scenoje” (“Women struggling at the Kaunas Stage”) he uses irony, and introduces into his article an imaginary interlocutor, a doctor, who criticises Lithuanian actresses playing French vaudeville. Not happy with the performance, the author directly addressed the director of the play, Stasys Pilka, and invited him not to be angry, but just to be braver in his creation. This personalised style can be also detected in his other articles, such as “Įtartinas posūkis” (“Suspicious Turn”).
and Lithuanian audiences. These three thematic topics offer an overview of the repertoire as it was revealed in the press. The fourth reveals the vocabulary which was used in theatre articles in order to confirm to one of the aims of Nazi propaganda – to spread hatred regarding Jews and Bolsheviks.30

**PROMOTION OF WESTERN THEATRE**

Theatre promotion was one of the main cultural tools utilised in disseminating Nazi propaganda in Germany and the newly occupied countries. As various testimonies demonstrate, the chief political figures – Adolph Hitler, Joseph Goebbels and Hermann Göring – were faithful admirers of theatre and wanted it to become one of the most important instruments of nation-building.31 New theatre buildings were built in different German cities and access to them was facilitated by reducing ticket prices.32 Lithuania was no exception in this development. As soon as the first season began, Lithuanians were invited to see performances which represented German culture at its best. One of the first performances was Richard Wagner’s opera “Tannhäuser” presented in Kaunas Grand Theatre.33 This opera was followed by another piece by Wagner’s, “Lohengrin”. Both operas were known by the audience in Kaunas as they had been staged earlier, in 1926 (“Lohengrin”) and 1937 (“Tannhäuser”). Wagner represented the Romantic spirit and anti-Semitic views, therefore he was the best example of the culture that the Nazis were striving for. That is also why he was promoted by the local government. Another German opera offered to the Lithuanian audience was Eugene d’Albert’s “Tiefland” (“Lowland”). Scottish-born d’Albert considered himself to be German and spent most of his life in that country. Most other opera and ballet performances consisted of the world classics, such as Giuseppe Verdi’s operas “Traviata”, “Rigoletto”, “Aida”, Giacomo Puccini’s opera “Madame Butterfly”, Charles Gounod’s “Faust”, Leo Delibes’s ballet “Coppelia”. It is evident that theatre indeed largely served as a platform for the most prominent Western European theatre works.

As there was a long tradition of operetta in Germany, the Nazi government took care to create an operetta theatre inside Kaunas Grand Theatre. This theatre was opened with Hitler’s beloved piece, Franz Lehár’s “The Merry Widow”. It was followed by another operetta by the same author, “The Count of Luxembourg”. Austrian composer’s Franz von Suppé’s “Light Cavalry” was also staged in Kaunas, as well as Johann Strauss’ “Zigeunerbaron”. However, operetta in Lithuania could not achieve the same level as opera or ballet because, according to the press, Lithuanian artists did not have the feeling of lightness and aristocracy which was necessary for the genre.34

In terms of drama theatre, firstly, emphasis was laid on the Nobel prize winner Gerhart Hauptmann. Hitler paid special attention to the celebration of Hauptmann’s eightieth birthday in 1942 and proposed that the collected works of this author should be published in the whole country in spite of a shortage of paper.35 Lithuanian theatre paid tribute to the author by staging five of his plays in different theatres: “Before Sunrise”, “Colleague Crampton”, “Rose Bernd”, “Dorothea Angermann” and “Hanneli”. Secondly, special attention was given to a repertoire which would have educative and entertainment purposes, therefore, such plays as Otto Ernst’s “Flachsman as Educator” or Heinrich von Kleist’s “The Broken Jug” were staged. Ladislas Fodor, Otto Indigo and István Békeffy were Hungarian playwrights whose dramas were also on the lists of different theatres. A number of comedies were taken from the existing repertoires of the theatres, such as Flers and Caillavet’s “Buridan’s Ass”, Henry de Regnier’s “Lully the Musician” and similar works. These performances were not regarded as serious achievements but the press did not criticise them, explaining that the times were difficult and that theatres lacked the means for something better. There was only one article in which it was stated that most of the performances were too realistic and that they did not achieve the level of earlier Lithuanian theatre, where performances of Shakespeare were staged, or performances like “Šarūnas”, the cult performance of Lithuanian author Vincas Krėvė produced in 1929.36 The author demanded romantic, idealistic interpretations which would invite audiences to rise above everyday-life matters. Keeping that in mind,
some theatres introduced plays which would deal with more complicated existential questions. Henrik Ibsen’s “The Wild Duck” and “Nora” (“A Doll’s House”) were performed in Kaunas Grand Theatre and Vilnius City Theatre. “Nora” (director Romualdas Juknevičius) was considered to be the best performance of the period and was much discussed by different critics in the press, but such dramas were rare. The rest of the performances could not satisfy audiences with a more cultivated taste. On the other hand, the mediocrity of the repertoire was supported by Kraft durch Freude (Strength through Joy).

One of the particularities at the beginning of the period under discussion was that some of the opera or ballet performances were analysed by German journalists, in order that Lithuanian readers were exposed to an opinion other than that of Lithuanian journalists. Johannes Rowinski’s articles about “Tannhäuser” and “Coppelia” were written in German and published in the daily Į Laisvę, whereas Hans Rutz published his articles about “Tiefland” and “Lohengrin” in the Kauener Zeitung. The article about “Lohengrin” was translated and presented in the above-mentioned Lithuanian daily. The articles praised Lithuanian singers and dancers and were presumed to encourage better mutual understanding between the nations. In general, opera was the most suitable field for the representation of the Third Reich in Lithuania. Being of international nature and speaking with the language of music, it could create an impression of unanimity; therefore, German officers were often guests at opera events in Kaunas and Vilnius. Operas were also broadcast on the radio. The dissemination of opera, ballet, operetta and various kinds of drama performances were meant to foster the feeling of community in Lithuania, and was part of the political rhetoric of the Nazis.

LITHUANIAN REPERTOIRE

Alongside the Western theatre repertoire, Lithuanian plays formed an important part of the repertoire of public theatres. Over twenty-five Lithuanian plays were staged from 1941 to 1944. Most of them were dedicated to adult audiences and dealt with the topics of modern society. However, the subject matter could be presented only from clearly defined perspectives which would not move away from the völkisch doctrine. This doctrine, based on German Romanticism, was designed to assist in creating a society which would draw its strength from its past, especially peasant culture. Lithuanian culture during the first independence tended to promote the ideas of Romanticism, therefore there was no contradiction between the Lithuanian and the German approach to culture and its aims. Plays with a strong romantic or educative profile were desirable and they could be found in the pre-war repertoire of Lithuanian theatre. Petras Vaičiūnas, Kazys Binkis, Sofija Kymantaitė Čiurlionienė, Vincas Krėvė, Antanas Vienulis were all authors of the older generation whose artistic work was influenced by the trends of Romanticism. Theatres also featured plays of the new generation, which was represented by playwrights Vytautas Alantas, Statys Santvaras, Juozas Grušas, Kazys Inciūra, Vincas Adomėnas. Special attention was given to children’s repertoire: Kaunas Youth Theatre and Vilnius “Vaidila” Theatre staged performances based on Lithuanian fairy tales. As the analysis of the articles about Lithuanian performances indicate, critics were positive about them because they revealed Lithuanian character from a positive perspective. Characters from bucolic and ethnographic milieus were distinctive in their didactic portrayal of a natural naivety. According to the press, this was what Lithuanian society needed, not those nihilistic characters that were common on stage before the war.

In spite of the number of Lithuanian plays staged during the war time, Lithuanian cultural society was concerned that they were not enough. New collaborations were demanded between theatres and playwrights. Good royalties and big audiences were the reasons which had to motivate writers to work with theatres. A commission of Lithuanian dramaturgy was launched by the General Counsellor of Education in Vilnius at the beginning of 1943. This commission was composed of famous Lithuanian drama writers, university professors and theatre representatives. It was to play the role of a mediator who would encourage cooperation between playwrights...
and theatres, support young writers and help theatres to objectively evaluate new plays.

Lithuanian drama was also encouraged by the radio, which had launched a contest in February 1943. According to contest rules, authors could choose whatever topic or form they desired. The only condition was that the play would correspond to the demands of an audio play and would reflect national content according to propaganda directives. The contest was supported by the most important figures in German government in Lithuania, the General Commissar Theodor Adrian Von Renteln and the first General Counsel Petras Kubiliūnas. Both of them offered prizes from 250 to 1,000 RM for the best plays.

National opera saw one Lithuanian creation during the war period. “Pagirėnai”, an opera of the famous composer Stasys Šimkus, premiered in the summer of 1942. The composer wanted to showcase the singing Lithuania of his youth, with lots of authentic Lithuanian folk songs and this was praised by the press. Lithuanian theatre still lacked national ballet performances. An article appeared in 1941 where the author urged Kaunas Grand Theatre to make a Lithuanian ballet, no matter the subject. It could be a fairy tale with Lithuanian gods or goddesses, or warriors and their beloved ones, or mothers and daughters. The first Lithuanian ballet finally performed in 1943. “Sužadėtinė” (The Fiancée) composed by Juozas Pakalnis, depicted Lithuanian life in the mid nineteenth century, a time when there was strong national opposition to the Russian empire and serfdom. The performance was greeted by critics with enthusiasm. They praised Lithuanian dances and games which were perfectly integrated into the choreography of the performance. The critics rejoiced because the ballet corresponded to the striving of Lithuanian theatre to create performances which would be purely national in form and content. The ballet succeeded in meeting their expectations. Most of the authors tried to find ways to express Lithuanianness using ethnographic elements in plot, music, choreography and visual solutions. The press praised this, saying that “Lithuanian society had never had so many sentiments for Lithuanian art and culture before. It is a pleasure to work in such an atmosphere ...” As the analysis of the press articles shows, German authorities allowed Lithuanian theatres to continue to perform Lithuanian repertoire that was common during the first Lithuanian independence and was based on the ideas of Romanticism.

SMALL STAGES

Along with the performances on big stages, the Nazi government promoted small theatres with a repertoire based on sketches, couplets, songs, dances and circus show elements. This kind of theatre was more flexible, could be performed in venues which were not specially adapted for theatre and could meet the expectations of less-educated audiences. Even if the press from time to time reported on what was appearing on these small stages, it did not want to be associated with such a type of theatre activity because the quality of these shows was not befitting the standard expected by the readers of a newspaper like Naujoji Lietuva. It was different for Kauener Zeitung, which regularly reported on the performances and groups at the Soldaten-Theater. This is not surprising because it was the daily for the German-speaking inhabitants of Kaunas, especially the soldiers, officials, employees, shopkeepers and businessmen.

There were two sorts of audiences for small stage theatre. One was strictly German and consisted of soldiers and local administration. This particular group was served in two theatres in Vilnius (Soldaten-Theater I and Soldaten-Theater II) and one in Kaunas. All the performances shown in these theatres were played by German actors who were touring in the areas where German army was present. The daily Kauener Zeitung gave detailed descriptions of the actors and the programmes. These descriptions revealed that most of the performances served to amuse the audience. This type of “camp” theatre, or Fronttheater, was not a novelty. Governments in different countries used it for “boosting nationalist morale, for tying soldiers to the home front, for bringing vivid memories of the homes, loved ones and way of life they were seeking to protect”.
not enough German soldiers on the Eastern Front, actions were taken to form Lithuanian soldier groups for the German army. These groups had to be served by the Fronttheater formed from Lithuanian actors and singers. The first one was created in July 1943 and toured in places where Lithuanian soldiers were present.

Another sort of audience was local people for whom theatre needed to be a place of amusement and relaxation. This audience was invited to two special venues in Kaunas (the former People’s House and the former Firemen’s Hall), and one special venue in Vilnius (“Ali Baba” at 66, Didžioji Street). Šiauliai citizens could see such performances in the city theatre. Also, such performances were shown in two open markets in Kaunas and one in Vilnius during the warm season. The programmes were organised around personalities which could attract big spectator numbers. One such personality was a stand-up comic, Petras Biržys. With his pseudonym, Pupų dėdė (Uncle Bean), he created a label which attracted people in big cities as well as in small villages. At the beginning, his enterprise in Kaunas was called “Pupų dėdės pastogė” (The Shelter of Uncle Bean), later on he moved into a theatre called “Varietė”. Many artists performed together with him: dancers, acrobats, magicians, singers. The programme had to be refreshed almost every two weeks in order to keep the audience’s attention. Although the performances were supervised and censored by Nazi censors, Pupų dėdė managed to introduce anti-Nazi lines in his couplets, which led to him being arrested and spending some time in prison.53 A similar kind of theatre was opened in Vilnius almost a year later, at the end of 1942. It was called “Ali Baba” and presented mostly programmes for which knowledge of Lithuanian was not necessary, because the audience was composed largely of Polish and Russian locals who did not really understand Lithuanian. The theatre was reproached for this deficiency.54 Entertainment activities were organised not only by theatre people but also by such organisations as “Lietuvių studentų vartotojų bendrovė Studentai” (Association of Lithuanian Student Consumers),55 or “Poilsio ir gyvenimo džiaugsmas” (Joy of Leisure and Life). The latter was established by the trade unions which were active in Lithuania during the whole period of the Nazi occupation. Activities on the small stages were very intensive during the seasons of 1942 and 1943 but began diminishing at the end of 1943, as the Germans retreated at the Eastern Front. Performances continued at the Soldaten-Theater until June 1944.

HATRED OF BOLSHEVIKS AND JEWS

Alongside the presentation of theatre repertoires and their content, alongside certain critical reflection concerning the quality of the performances, articles about theatre reveal the attempts of theatre people to avoid political language clichés which otherwise were very apparent in the texts of the dailies. One of the major Nazi propaganda themes was the hatred of Bolsheviks and Jews. Only a few articles evoke this theme and they relate to the speeches of the directors of the most important theatres, Kaunas Grand Theatre and Vilnius City Theatre. The speeches were arranged according to the rules laid down for the press by the Propaganda department of the General Commissariat. Compliance with the rules was supervised by the Propaganda agencies (Propaganda Staffel) of the cities.56 The first article, which corresponded to the demands of the new regime to fight Bolsheviks and Jews, appeared only in April 1942.57 It was an interview with the Director of Kaunas Grand Theatre, Vladas Ivanauskas, giving a detailed overview of the relationship between theatre and the Bolshevik government. The article began with the personal story of Ivanauskas, who took over the direction of the theatre right at the beginning of the war, when he was liberated from jail, after he had been imprisoned by the Bolsheviks. The director described how the theatre looked during the Soviet regime: it was obliged to have a so-called “red board” for propaganda purposes and a wall newspaper for the same aim. He emphasised that the theatre managed not to allow any Jews to be selected for the committee of the theatre trade union and thus stressed that the theatre community resisted Bolsheviks. In order to demonstrate the hatred that the theatre community felt towards Bolsheviks, he revealed that the statues...
of Lenin and Stalin, which were installed in the theatre, were destroyed by theatre people on the first day of the war. The director continued to vilify Jews stating that Jewish opera singers were supposed to replace Lithuanian soloists during the performances which were planned in Moscow, which “fortunately” did not take place because of the outbreak of the war. Ivanauskas explained how he had to deal with the problems which were caused by the Bolsheviks who, for instance, damaged decorations and props. The theatre lacked artists and orchestra musicians, which was also a big problem. Ivanauskas stated that the theatre under the new government could finally get back to the repertoire of Lithuanian and Western plays which had been forbidden by the Bolsheviks.

Two months later Ivanauskas issued another press release, which again revealed the Director’s effort to please the current government. He declared that no one any longer forced the theatre to make disgusting propaganda plays, that his theatre could choose amongst the best European plays and perform Lithuanian dramas, which would not be “profaned by a hatred and strange ideology”. At the end of the article he praised the Wehrmacht and its Lithuanian command, which had performed important services for the theatre, such as organisation of transport for actors and decorations, and supplying fuel. He completed his praises with a sentence which affirmed that “the victory of German arms had thrown far away the plague which was created by Jews and which was cherished by Bolsheviks in our parents’ country”. Special thanks were given at the very end of the article to the General Commissioner, to the Lithuanian Commandant, to the Commissioner of Kaunas and to the First General Counsel.

Ivanauskas was one of the few directors who spoke out so openly against Bolsheviks and Jews in the press. Vytautas Alantas, the director of Vilnius City Theatre, vilified the Bolshevik enemy only at the end of 1943, when the discourse against Bolsheviks became extremely widespread because of German losses at the Eastern Front and because of the possibility that Bolsheviks would re-emerge in Lithuania. Alantas made a declaration during a meeting of Vilnius intellectuals, where protest speeches against the Bolsheviks were delivered. He insisted that}

Lithuanian culture was strongly related to Western culture, therefore it would never accept the Bolshevik culture. This culture, he said, denied art, making of it a terrible parody. It was a political instrument, a plague that would “destroy our nation and our culture without mercy”. He finished his speech by insisting that “we should never lose hope that the Bolshevik monster, which was born in Asia, will die finally thanks to the weapons of Western Europe”. Circus director Vaclovas Černiauskas’ announcement is the final example which illustrates the anti-Bolshevik discourse in the press. He was looking for circus artists for his newly established enterprise and published an announcement in which he emphasised that circus could not be active during the Bolshevik time, because “in this Jewish-Bolshevik slavery the activities of the circus were paralysed”. The above-mentioned examples are the only ones identified where theatre people expressed themselves openly against Bolsheviks and Jews in the press. As we see, such speeches were delivered by the directors who were directly dependent on the Nazi administration. No such proclamations were found in the texts of theatre journalists or critics. This can be explained by the fact that Lithuanian journalists working for the dailies Naujoji Lietuva and Į Laisvę (Ateitis) tried to avoid using propaganda clichés in their articles and concentrated on the promotion of national culture, which was allowed by the Nazis, because they wanted “to maintain a favourable internal political atmosphere, to diminish opposition and resistance in the back of German army”. This relative freedom of expression was tolerated during the first years of the German occupation, when the regime wanted to gain Lithuanian favour, however it began to be less acceptable following the defeats experienced by the German army in 1943. German authorities pushed the editors to obey propaganda rules and to censor the texts where opposition against Germans was expressed indirectly. However, not all of the editors obeyed. Rapolas Mackonis, the chief editor of Naujoji Lietuva, was sent to Stutthof concentration camp as a consequence of his disobeying of German authorities. In spite of the restrictions, the dailies
continued to inform their readers about the latest developments in culture and theatre.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis reveals that there were more active theatres and more audiences engaged during the Nazi occupation than during the First Lithuanian independence and the first Russian occupation. The number and the frequency of the articles and announcements in Lithuanian dailies indicate that theatre was an important part of press media content. The overview of theatre activities in Lithuania through the lenses of the press reveals that repertoire based on Western theatre, German plays as the core of this repertoire was foregrounded. Reflection on performances, based on Lithuanian plays, was also an important part of the press content. Lithuanian journalists could write about Lithuanian performances because the content of the plays corresponded to the völkisch doctrine propagated by the Germans. Articles about small stage performances for Lithuanian audience were rare in comparison with articles which presented the official theatre. Theatre journalists avoided supporting the anti-Bolshevik and anti-Jewish discourse.

The statistical data relating to press articles concerning theatre and audience numbers, the introduction to the authors writing in the press and the overview of the content of the articles are one of the first attempts to present not only the reflections of theatrical activities in Lithuanian local periodical press but it is also one of the first general scholarly overviews of Lithuanian theatre during the WWII. This research is the basis for further analysis of the specific aspects of Lithuanian theatre during the German occupation and more generally of the role of culture during the WWII.
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TEATRINĖS VEIKLOS ATSPINDŽIAI LIETUVOS VIETINĖJE PERIODINĖJE SPAUDOJE VOKIEČIŲ OKUPACIJOS METU, 1941–1944 M.

Santrauka

Straipsnyje nagrinėjami Lietuvos teatrų veiklos atspindžiai vietinėje žiniasklaidoje Antrojo pasaulinio karo metais. Kaip rodo straipsnių skaičius, teatras buvo svarbi žiniasklaidos turinio, nacių kultūros dalis. Galima skirti tris pagrindines temas: Vakarų, ypač vokiečių teatro, sklaida, lietuviško repertuoaro sklaida ir pramoginio teatro pri- 

stata. Pastarajį dar galima skirti į pramoginį teatrą, skirtą vokiečių kariams ir administracijai, bei teatrą, skirtą
lietuviškai auditorijai. Kaip rodo straipsnių turinys, apie teatrą rašantys žurnalistai vengė nacių propagandinių klišių, tokių kaip bolševikų ir žydų neapykanta, tačiau jų neišvengė spaudoje pasisakantys teatų administratoriai.

**Reikšminiai žodžiai:** teatras, Antrasis pasaulinis karas, propaganda, Lietuva, mažoji scena, Vakarų teatras, Lietuvos teatras, Fronto teatras, spauda, žiniasklaida.
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